State Interviews

- 14 Working Group members
- April and May 2019

Covered:
- The electricity system, its market, and regulatory structure
- Roles of the State Energy Office, Public Utility Commission, and other agencies
- Any pertinent demonstration projects or pilots are underway or planned
- Whether state energy and electricity planning processes had included grid-interactive considerations
High-level Insights

- States want to learn about other states’ experience and activities

- States are interested in GEB and load flexibility to help meet broader electricity and energy system objectives.

- States recognize that policy and regulatory factors can impede GEB
High-level Insights

- States are interested in applications for state and local buildings.
- Many states want to understand how to value and assess the performance of GEB.
- Some states indicate interest in expanding traditional energy efficiency programs to include other DERs, load flexibility, and electrification.
Discussion

- What types of state experiences are you looking to learn about?
- What other state goals can GEB serve?
- What is the value of GEB and to whom?